Who is Unleashed?
Unleashed is cloud-based software for product
businesses that want a new level of control over
their inventory, production and sales. Operating
for more than 10 years, we help thousands of
businesses around the world move on from the
outdated processes that hold them back.

Why Unleashed?
Make, manage and move products with unprecedented
freedom. With Unleashed you can:

SAY GOODBYE
TO STOCKOUTS
Track products by batch,
expiry, lot or serial number

SAVE
VALUABLE TIME
Automate inventory
processes and eliminate
manual data entry

TAKE CONTROL
OF INVENTORY
Know precisely where
materials and products are
at any time

GET
ORGANISED
Replace spreadsheets that
can’t cope with complex
assemblies

GET MAGNIFICENT
MARGINS
See the exact profit from
every sale

SCALE
AT SPEED
Process as much stock
as you need with no
transaction limits

CATER TO
COMPLEX ORDERS
Split shipments when
the right stock isn’t in
the warehouse

EVOLVE
YOUR SALES
Sell in multiple currencies
and at multiple price points
across multiple channels

Integrations
Unleashed also integrates easily with leading cloud apps
for a range of other functions.
For a rundown of all the apps Unleashed integrates
with, take a look at our integrations guide or our App
Marketplace.

eCommerce

Accounting

CRM

How does
Unleashed benefit you?
Unleashed helps a huge variety of companies
around the world – but we’re particularly useful
to businesses that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to report on margins in detail
Need a traceable audit trail
Hold stock in multiple locations
Sell stock at multiple price points
Manufacture their own products
Use a third party to make their products
Break down bulk products or assemble
products into kits/bundles
Have multi-level assemblies
Use logistics providers
Sell across multiple channels (B2B & B2C)
Need to track inventory with serial numbers

Hear from Unleashed customers
“We saved ourselves two days a week in wasted
time juggling countless Excel spreadsheets”

Award-winning
inventory software

Emma Loisel, Volcano Coffee Works

“Unleashed is vital to us. The software is easy to
use, and we love working with the team”
James Barry, Renewable Parts

“Our transactions have grown 250% since we
started using Unleashed— and we haven’t had to
hiremore staff.”
Alex Campbell, Good Buzz

To discover the freedom, clarity and control
Unleashed brings, speak with your advisor

